Dear Lisa:

I send you my picture and a small biography with my academic interests. I hope to send you the document committed in a couple of weeks.

warm greetings
Andrea

---

De: Journal of Physiotherapy & Physical Rehabilitation <editor.jppr@omicsinc.com>
Para: ‘Andrea Martinez’ <andreaimt@yahoo.com>
Enviado: Viernes, 1 de abril, 2016 3:23:18
Asunto: RE: Physiotherapy(Inaugural issue)

Dear Dr. Andrea Isabel Martínez

Warm Greetings!!
Thank you for your prompt response to the invitation.

It is great honor to us, take the opportunity of spreading your valuable research to the scientific world ,with good number of citation reports globally.
Please let me know your tentative dates of manuscript submission. And send me your passport size **photograph, short biography and research interest**, so that I can register you as an editor in editorial board.
Please do not hesitate to contact for any further information.
We look forward to have a prosperous relationship.

With regards,
Lisa Dawson
Editorial Coordinator
Journal of Physiotherapy & Physical Rehabilitation
OMICS International Journals
5716 Corsa Ave, Suite 110
Westlake, Los Angeles
CA 91362-7354, USA
Dear Lisa Dawson

I would like to contribute an opinion on pain at work, an advance of a thousand latest study on pain in the workplace. And I would love to be part of its editorial board, promptly send you my picture and biography.

warm greetings

Andrea

Dear Dr. Andrea Isabel Martínez

Warm Greetings!!

Based on the quality of your prior publication, such as “[Use of transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation in the Unit of Pain Management of the Alcorcón Foundation University Hospital].” We have chosen selective scientists who have made their contributions to the scientific community. We have come across your research profile and would be glad to publish any of your on-going work Research/Review Articles for the Journal inaugural issue. You may also write a Short communication based on your previous article or an Editorial or an opinion article or commentary or case report or conference proceedings as per your expertise. Your support and collaboration helps the journal in reaching heights.

It would be great if you could submit the manuscript on or before 15th April 2016. If it is not possible, kindly let me know your feasible time to contribute.

Note: If interested to join our Editorial Board, eminent authors are informed to send us (short biography, recent passport size photograph and research interest) details.

Submit manuscript at:
http://www.editorialmanager.com/biomedicaljournals/Default.aspx (or) by mail to editor.jppr@omicsinc.com

Please do let me know if you have any further questions, I would be happy to assist you.

With regards,
Lisa Dawson
Editorial Coordinator
Journal of Physiotherapy & Physical Rehabilitation
OMICS International Journals
5716 Corsa Ave, Suite 110
Westlake, Los Angeles
CA 91362-7354, USA